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Abstract. Large Vision & Language models pretrained on web-scale
data provide representations that are invaluable for numerous V&L problems. However, it is unclear how they can be extended to reason about
user-specific visual concepts in unstructured language. This problem
arises in multiple domains, from personalized image retrieval to personalized interaction with smart devices. We introduce a new learning
setup called Personalized Vision & Language (PerVL) with two new
benchmark datasets for retrieving and segmenting user-specific (“personalized”) concepts “in the wild”. In PerVL, one should learn personalized
concepts (1) independently of the downstream task (2) allowing a pretrained model to reason about them with free language, and (3) without
providing personalized negative examples. We propose an architecture
for solving PerVL that operates by expanding the input vocabulary of a
pretrained model with new word embeddings for the personalized concepts. The model can then simply employ them as part of a sentence.
We demonstrate that our approach learns personalized visual concepts
from a few examples and effectively applies them in image retrieval and
semantic segmentation using rich textual queries. For example the model
improves MRR by 51.1% (28.4% vs 18.8%) compared to the strongest
baseline.
The code and benchmark are available on github under NVlabs/PALAVRA
and NVlabs/PerVLBenchmark.

1

Introduction

Large Vision & Language (V&L) models pre-trained on web-scale data made a
breakthrough in computer vision [50, 70, 6]. These models provide a multimodal
vision-language representation, and are used in a multitude of downstream tasks,
from image captioning [47] and video retrieval [19], through image generation
[22, 48] and segmentation [71, 36], to robotic manipulation [54]. All these tasks
benefit from the “open-world” capabilities of large V&L models, enabling the
use of rich, free-form text with a long “tail” vocabulary of visual categories.
However, even with these powerful representations, an important challenge
remains: How can these models be leveraged to reason about user-specific, “personalized ” object instances in open-world vision problems? For example, we may
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Fig. 1. The Personalized Vision & Language (PerVL) learning setup. Left: A
user provides a few image examples of their personalized visual concepts: a favorite skirt
(top), or a toddler’s toy wagon (bottom). Examples are provided independently of the
downstream tasks. (Right) the personalized model can be used in various downstream
tasks. Top-right: An image retrieval task: given a textual query and a collection of
images, rank and retrieve the queried image. (Bottom-right) Open-world semantic
segmentation task. Segment a personalized object referred by a textual query. This
example illustrates multiple ambiguities. First, there are two wagons that carry an
elephant. Second, there are two wagons that correspond to the personalized concept.
Resolving the ambiguity requires reasoning in both the visual and text modalities.

wish to find an image that portrays us wearing a specific sweater, ask a robot
assistant to make us coffee in our “best-mom mug”, or synthesize an image of
our child’s treasured toy Fluffy in an entirely new context.
Clearly, pretrained V&L models cannot be used directly to reason about
new personal items. Luckily, it is typically easy for a user to collect a few image
examples for a personalized concept. It then remains to develop methods that
extend the pretrained models to new concepts using these examples. One challenge is that typically it is easy for people to provide positive image examples for
a concept, but harder to provide consistent negative distractor examples [29, 53].
Learning from a few examples is considered a hallmark of intelligence. When
people learn novel concepts from a few examples [44, 7, 34, 45, 46], they can
seamlessly employ them in their semantic mental state and reason jointly both
over the personalized concepts and over a large body of prior knowledge. Could
a computational approach learn in a similar way using a pretrained V&L model?
Previous efforts [56, 73, 23, 76] focused on learning a transformation module
on top of CLIP’s output space. However, as we explain below, these approaches
risk forgetting prior knowledge, or face difficulties in accessing it concurrently
with newly learned concepts. In addition, these previous approaches take a multiclass approach, discriminating between several new concepts. They are not
designed for learning a single new personalized concept, which is natural in the
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context of personalization. Therefore, it is unknown how to learn a single personalized concept from few image examples in a way that (1) allows the pretrained
model to reason about the concept with free language, and (2) uses only “positive” image examples of the target concept.
Here, we address the question of personalizeing a pretrained model using
few samples while maintaining its performance on the original vocabulary. We
study a new representation learning setup, which we call “Personalized Vision &
Language” (PerVL) (Fig. 1). In PerVL, we are given a pretrained V&L model, one
or more personalized visual concepts, a few training images of each concept, and a
string describing the concept type, like “a mug” or “a short sleeve top”. The goal
is to learn a representation that can later be used to solve a set of downstream
V&L tasks involving the personalized concept. No further supervision is given
for these downstream tasks. PerVL arises in various scenarios. In image retrieval,
a user may tag a few of their images and wish to retrieve other photos of that
concept in a visual specific context [10, 2]; in human-robot interaction, a worker
may show a specific tool to a robotic arm, and instruct how to use it [54, 64, 42];
in video applications, an operator may search for a specific known item in the
context of other items or people doing activities that are described with language.
Unlike previous efforts, instead of modifying a V&L model output, we propose
a framework for expanding its input vocabulary. Specifically, we learn new word
embeddings for the new personalized concepts by intervening with the model
input space. The concept of “my best-mom mug” would be associated with a
new symbol [MY BEST-MOM MUG] that has its own dense word embedding.
The model could later represent sentences that use it, like “Sipping tea from my
best-mom mug on a porch” by detecting “my best mom mug” and mapping its
symbol [MY BEST-MOM MUG] to its new embedding vector. Such tokens trivially preserve the structure of the original model, since the encoder model itself
remains unmodified. Moreover, as we show below, the new concepts can also be
easily integrated into existing downstream V&L tasks. In summary, we address
the question of using a small number of samples to personalize a pretrained V&L
model, while maintaining its performance in the original vocabulary.
This paper makes the following novel contributions: (1) A new representation learning setup, PerVL, for personalizing V&L representations, while keeping their “zero-shot” reasoning capabilities. (2) Two new benchmark datasets for
PerVL. (3) A novel approach, PALAVRA7 , to expand and personalize the vocabulary of the V&L representation inputs. PALAVRA uses a cycle-consistent loss,
learned with positive image examples only. (4) A technique for using a textual
encoder to improve the generalization of a network to new visual concepts.

2

Related work

The success of CLIP led to diverse work that leverage its powerful representation
for few-shot learning. Most works [56, 73, 23, 43] are based on learning a residual
7

Palavra means “word” in Portuguese, as we learn new word-embeddings. For acronym
lovers, PALAVRA also stands for “Personalizing LAnguage Vision RepresentAtions”
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“adapter” layer [28] over the output of CLIP encoders. Taking a different approach, [76] proposes learning a soft prefix to improve accuracy in a classification
task. Our work differs from these approaches in two key aspects: (1) They focus
solely on classifying images using a narrow vocabulary. In contrast, our setup
learns a representation which is then used in any downstream tasks. Moreover,
our method expands CLIP’s vocabulary rather than narrowing it. (2) Adapterbased methods override the output representation of the encoders, leading to
a change in their input → output mappings. Our method does not change the
pretrained mapping but enriches its input vocabulary with new concepts.
Recently, [65, 32, 26] have shown that fine-tuning can actively harm out-ofdistribution generalization, even when tested on the same downstream task for
which the model was tuned. Our method does not fine-tune the pretrained model
and does not leverage in-distribution labeled examples for the downstream tasks.
Other approaches [61, 27] study “fast” concept learning combined with “slowlearned” concepts, showing that the new concepts can be applied to “slowlylearned” downstream tasks. However, the “fast” learned concepts are stored
implicitly in the network activations, rather than grounded in the vocabulary.
A related set of studies can be found in tasks of image captioning and generator inversion. These studies extract meaningful semantic information from
images and map them to tokens that represent the concepts, such as words or
latent codes. Of these, [13, 17, 20, 15, 30, 40, 55] focus on personalizing image
captions to a user writing style. Alternatively, [25, 62, 67, 75, 41, 16] extend
image captions with novel concepts using “slot filling”.
Our model differs from zero and few-shot learning (FSL) based on metalearning [21, 63, 59, 57, 11, 35, 1, 68, 4, 5, 49] or incremental learning [60, 18,
51, 12, 31, 66] in three aspects. First, we impose stronger generalization requirements. Our model can reason about new concepts in diverse downstream tasks,
which may be unknown at training time. Second, in common FSL, the concept
distribution used during meta-learning (“support set”) is also used during the
FSL stage. For example, meta-learn on birds, then do FSL with new types of
birds. While our technique for training with text allows to generalize beyond
the domain of concepts in the training images. Third, our approach improves
upon CLIP’s zero-shot perceptual capabilities, and is compatible with many
CLIP-based downstream tasks.
Finally, in existing FSL benchmarks [63, 52, 74] there is no instance level
annotations, and there is only a single task. As a result, existing FSL benchmarks
do not directly fit our setting. Our work addresses rich text query of a specific
instance, that can be used in a flexible way with many downstream tasks.

3

A new setup, Personalized Vision & Language

We propose “Personalized Vision & Language” (PerVL), a new representation
learning setup, to personalize a pretrained model with few positive image examples, without supervision for the downstream task.
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In PerVL , we are given a pretrained model h(SV , I) that accepts a sentence S
and an image I. The sentences that the model accepts are defined in a vocabulary
V . We wish to update h so that it can accept sentences from an expanded
vocabulary V ′ = V ∪ C where C is a new set of concepts C = {c1 , ....ck }, which
results in an extended model h′ (SV ′ , I). In general, we expect that adapting
the model would not strongly affect the original vocabulary, namely h′ (SV , I) ≈
h(SV , I).
At training (personalization) time, we adapt the model given a small set of
c
images {Ii }N
i=1 for every concept c, without assuming access to negative training
images. We are also provided with a string describing the type of the new concept, such as a “mug” or a “short sleeve top”. Stating the type is a natural way
for non-expert users to provide prior knowledge about the personalized concept.
The type can be used to guide learning to distinguish the personalized concept
from the general concept type. Concepts describing coarser classes from a hierarchy of concepts (e.g. “dog” for “poodle”) have been used for this purpose [14].
We denote the concept type by Sc .
During inference, we are given a downstream V&L task T that can be inferred
using the pretrained model h for the vocabulary V , and we wish to solve it for
an instance x that contains the new concept c. The instance may contain images
and sentences pertaining to c.
Encoder PerVL : Here we focus on the special case of CLIP [50]. The model
h applies a cosine similarity between a sentence S and an image I: h(S, I) =
cos(hT (S), hI (I)), where hI and hT are CLIP image and text encoders.

4

Methods

Before describing our approach, we first explain the reasons for expanding the
input vocabulary of the V&L model and how it differs from previous approaches.
Several studies extend CLIP by learning an “Adapter” module on top of the
CLIP representation [23, 56, 73, 43, 28]. That module is applied to the output of
a CLIP encoder network that is kept frozen. It is trained for a classification task
with labeled data and a templated text query (“a photo of a [concept-type]”).
We show below (Sec. 6 & Appendix B) that this approach tends to be brittle
and fails when its input sentences deviate from the template used for training.
This is probably because the adapter overrides the output representation of the
encoder, so training it with very few examples hurts its generalization power.
Conversely, our approach does not overrides the encoder outputs. Our working hypothesis is that the text input space of a web-scale V&L model is rich
enough for reasoning about new personalized concepts. We just need to find
the right word embedding representation for any new personalized concept. We
illustrate this architectural distinction in Fig. 2.
Finally, one could fully retrain a CLIP model with the expanded vocabulary
set. However, retraining CLIP requires ∼400M images. Our approach is trained
with a tiny fraction of that, < 1M samples, and once it is trained, different users
can use it, each with their own vocabulary.
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Fig. 2. Visualization
of an adapter-based
approach (left) and
PALAVRA
(right).
Adapters
change
CLIP’s output space
by appending additional layers following
the
encoder.
Our
method defines new
tokens in CLIP’s existing input space,
leaving the output
space unchanged.

“A photo of a [My Skirt]”

“A photo of a skirt”

“A photo of a [My Skirt]”

“A photo of a [CONCEPT]”

𝒘𝒄

CLIP
Text
Encoder

𝑓𝜃

CLIP
Text
Encoder

Adapter

𝑧Ƹ
Adapter

𝑧Ƹ
PALAVRA

Notation: For brevity, we describe adding a single concept c. Adding multiple
concepts can be done iteratively. We use the notation [CONCEPT] to refer to a
learned concept (c) within a textual query. I denotes the CLIP embedded image
space, T the CLIP embedded textual space, zk = hI (Ik ) is the embedding of an
image Ik into I, and similarly hT (S) is the embedding of a sentence S into T .
Finally, W denotes the space used to embed input word tokens into CLIP.
Architecture and Workflow: At a high level, our workflow has three steps.
(1) Learn an inversion mapping fθ from a set of points in CLIP image
space I to a point in its word embedding input space W (Fig. 3). Formally,
fθ : {zk ∈ I}K
k=1 → W. It is trained with non-personalized, large-scale data.
(2) Initial personalization (Fig. 4). Learn a word embedding wc of a new
personalized concept c. Thus, given a set of image examples I1 , ..., IK we map
them to CLIP image space, then map them using fθ to obtain an initial word
I
K
0
embedding wc0 = fθ ({hI (Ik )}). Formally, {Ik }K
k=1 → {h (Ik )}k=1 → wc ∈ W.
0
(3) Fine-tuning. The initial embedding wc is then updated using gradient
steps to maximize the similarity of the template text embeddings to the image
examples, while contrasting it with an embedding of a “super-concept”.
Next, we describe the learning of each component in more detail.
4.1

Learning the inversion mapping fθ

We now describe how we learn an “inversion” map fθ from a set of points in
CLIP space z1 , ..., zk ∈ I, to a word embedding wc0 ∈ W, where W is the input
space of the language encoder. We base fθ ’s architecture on “Deep Sets” [72].
We now discuss the loss and how to train fθ with two types of large-scale, nonpersonalized data: images and text. See Fig. 3.
A contrastive cycle loss. fθ maps from CLIP space to wc0 ∈ W. Then, by
pairing wc0 to the word embedding for [CONCEPT] we can feed wc0 into hT with
a template sentence Tc like “A photo of a [CONCEPT]”. We can then define a
cycle consistency loss to match the input of fθ with the output of hT (see Fig.
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Fig. 3. Architecture outline: Learning fθ . We start with a large-scale-data training
step. A set encoder fθ is trained to map CLIP-space output embeddings to a code in
CLIP’s input space. It is alternatingly trained with a batch of either image examples
(left), or sentence examples (right) with augmented concept types. We use a cycle loss
by mapping the code back to CLIP’s output embedding, using a template sentence.

3 left). Specifically, let z̄c be the average over samples in I from the concept
PK
c, z̄c = k=1 zk /K and let ẑc be the CLIP embedding of a template sentence,
ẑc = hT (Tc ). We wish to tune fθ so that ẑc is close to z̄c for the concept c and
far from other concepts. We therefore define a symmetric contrastive loss for a
concept c, with a formulation similar to SimCLR [9]:

  \begin {split} \label {eq_total_loss} \ell _{Cycle}\big ({c}; \{\bar {z}_{c'}, \hat {z}_{c'} \}_{c'=1}^{C} \big ) = -\log \frac {e^{\cossim {\bar {z}_{c}}{\hat {z}_{c}}}}{\sum _{c'=1}^{C} e^{\cossim {\bar {z}_{c}}{\hat {z}_{c'}}} + \sum _{c' \neq c} e^{\cossim {\hat {z}_{c}}{\hat {z}_{c'}}}} \\ -\text {log}\frac {e^{\cossim {\bar {z}_{c}}{\hat {z}_{c}}}}{\sum _{c'=1}^{C} e^{\cossim {\hat {z}_{c}}{\bar {z}_{c'}}} + \sum _{c' \neq c} e^{\cossim {\bar {z}_{c}}{\bar {z}_{c'}}}}, \end {split} 
(1)
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Fig. 4.
Architecture
outline: Personalization.
Given a set of examples of a
personalized concept and its
type (skirt), we embed them
with CLIP and predict an
initial code (w0 ) for the
concept using a frozen fθ .
We then further tune the
code with a contrastive loss.
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where cos(ẑ, z̄) denotes cosine similarity, C is the number of concepts in a batch.
We also use a regularization term ℓGT that maximizes the similarity of the
predicted wc0 with its ground truth. See details in the Appendix. Finally, the cycle
loss and ground-truth regularization terms are combined with a hyperparameter
λgt ≥ 0, and the total loss is ℓtotal = ℓCycle + λgt · ℓGT .
Training fθ with images. We use a variant of COCO [38] that extracted the
subject and object from each caption as in [3], and take the 1000 most frequent
concepts. In every training batch, we draw at random C concepts, then draw
K images for each concept. We then map them to CLIP image space, yielding
I
K
{zk }K
1 = {h (Ik )}1 in CLIP image space for each concept.
Training fθ with text. When training with COCO data, fθ learns concepts
that are frequent in COCO captions. However, our goal is to have fθ generalize
to widely diverse concepts. Yet, naively training with the COCO images does
not generalize well to out-of-COCO-vocabulary concepts (see Appendix C).
To generalize to out-of-vocabulary concepts, we propose synthesizing textual descriptions with an expanded vocabulary and embed them into the shared
embedding space. Specifically, we use COCO captions of a concept to generate
additional training examples for new concepts by replacing the concept type with
the most similar concept type from a large predefined vocabulary of 20K types
[33], where (cosine) similarity is measured in CLIP text space. Finally, we embed
the augmented captions by taking their CLIP-text feature representation (Fig.
3, right). Overall, we found that training with augmented text representation
significantly improved the performance of the model (see Table A.2).
As in [37], we observed that the encoding distribution of text and images
does not overlap in CLIP space. As a result, training fθ with CLIP embeddings
of captions does not generalize well to image inputs. We address this problem
by learning an alignment matrix A that maps CLIP representations of texts
to their presumed image counterpart (Fig. 3, right). A is learned jointly with
fθ , and is only used when learning the personalization tokens. It is not used at
inference time. Formally, a set of captions is first encoded by hT , then mapped
to the image area of the CLIP space using A and then fed to fθ .
4.2

Personalization: Learn an embedding of personalized concepts

To learn the word embedding of a personalized concept, we follow a similar
process to training fθ , but instead of tuning the parameters of fθ , we optimize
the actual embedding vector wc .
c
Specifically, let {Ik }N
k=1 be a set of input images for the new concept c, we
(1) map them to I using CLIP encoder hI , (2) map to wc0 using fθ , (3) plug the
embedding wc0 in a template sentence and (4) map to CLIP text space using hT .
Once again, we define a contrastive cycle-consistent loss, matching the estimated
text embedding of the template sentence ẑc , and average image embedding z̄c .
However, here we contrast it with the embedding of the concept type, say “a
short sleeve top”, denoted by ηc = hT (Sc ). Since no negative image examples
are provided in the personalization stage, the concept type can be viewed as
a ”super-concept” in the hierarchy. It allows the learning process to focus on
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b)

[CONCEPT] is closest to the
middle of the wire fence

[CONCEPT] with a
white nose patch.

[CONCEPT] lays on the ground
between two dark square objects

a gazebo roof is
behind the [CONCEPT]

[CONCEPT] is leaning
on a rock

Fig. 5. Examples of textual queries and evaluation images of the new benchmarks,
[CONCEPT] denotes the personalized concepts. (a) YTVOS frames. The queried concept is highlighted in a yellow box. In YTVOS segmentation, one should segment the
correct concept in the frame. In YTVOS retrieval, each evaluation image is a box
cropped around the concept. (b) Deepfashion2 examples.

the specific features that make the object unique from the general population of
similar concept types. Similar to the SimCLR [9] loss, our loss is:

  \label {eq_coarse_loss} \ell \big (\hat {z}_c,\bar {z}_c,\eta _c \big ) = -\text {log}\frac {\exp {\big ( \cossim {\bar {z}_c}{\hat {z}_c} \big )}}{ \exp {\big (\cossim {\bar {z}_c}{\hat {z}_c} \big )} + 2\cdot \exp {\big (\cossim {\eta _c}{\hat {z}_c} \big )}} 

(2)

The factor 2 results from contrasting ηc with both visual and a text embedding.
4.3

Inference

Our approach expands the vocabulary of word-embedding tokens with personalized tokens, without modifying the underlying V&L model h. Therefore, for a
given downstream task T and a sentence S, we use the pretrained V&L model
h as it would have been used with T . But when we encounter an input sentence
S that includes a [CONCEPT] token, we apply its learned embedding wc . Also,
we found that having [CONCEPT] followed by the concept type Sc is beneficial.

5

Evaluation datasets for PerVL

We created two new personalization benchmark datasets for the evaluation of
PerVL. (1) We collected captions for images from DeepFashion2 [24], which serve
as search queries in an image retrieval task. (2) We collected captions for frames
from Youtube-VOS [69], and also collected their corresponding segmentation
maps for a referring-expression segmentation task.
5.1

Personalized fashion-item retrieval with DeepFashion2

We used the DeepFashion2 dataset [24] to create an image retrieval benchmark
of personalized fashion items given a textual query. It contains photos of people
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wearing unique fashion items from 13 popular clothing categories, like skirt or
long-sleeve dress, which we use as concept types. See the examples in Fig. 1, 5.
We created a dataset of 1700 images from 100 unique fashion items (concepts). Each item was assigned a unique [CONCEPT] tag. We assigned 450
images (out of the above 1700) to an evaluation set, and used raters to collect a
textual description referring to each item appearing in the images. For instance,
The [CONCEPT] is facing a glass store display.”. In Appendix F.1 we describe
the steps we took to select context-rich items.
Short versus detailed captions: We collected two types of captions for
each image. First, detailed captions like “White cabinets, some with open drawers, are alongside and behind the [CONCEPT].”. These describe extensive context about the image and can facilitate retrieval. Second are short captions like
“White cabinets are behind the [CONCEPT].”. These pose a greater challenge,
because they describe less detail, and therefore are more ambiguous.
Finally, we randomly split the data to 50 val. concepts and 50 test concepts.
5.2

Youtube-VOS for personalized retrieval and segmentation.

We created an image segmentation benchmark of personalized visual concepts
given a textual query using Youtube-VOS (YTVOS) [69]. YTVOS is a dataset
for instance segmentation in video, which includes 4000+ videos, 90+ categories,
and 7800+ unique object instances. To transform it to an image personalization
benchmark, we take the last frame of each video (scene) for evaluation and the
object instances that appear in the frame as the target concepts. Earlier frames
are used as candidate frames for training. See the examples in Fig. 5 (left).
This benchmark is challenging as it contains ambiguities about both the
textual queries and the appearance of the personalized concept. Hence, only a
model that is successful in both personalization and image-text reasoning can
succeed in this task. For that, we only select videos such that their object concept
appears at least twice in an evaluation frame.
Finally, we annotated the instances in the evaluation frame with captions
using AMT. We instructed the AMT workers to concisely describe what makes
a specific entity distinct, compared to similar entities in the image. We provide
more details and examples in Appendix F.3.
In total, this benchmark includes ∼500 unique personalized concepts, with
∼6300 training samples. For evaluation, we split according to unique scenes
(videos), resulting in 246 validation concepts and 251 test concepts.
Personalized image retrieval: We also created an image retrieval variant
of YTVOS. We extracted a set of images that correspond to the AMT captions
collected for segmentation. Every image in the retrieval set was extracted from
a wide box cropped around every instance in each evaluation frame. The goal is
to retrieve the image of the correct instance given its textual query. Compared
to the segmentation task, there are fewer distractors from the same scene for
every instance, since not all instances were labeled in the data, but there are
many more distractors coming from different scenes.
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Fig. 6. Recall at K for our approach and baselines. DeepFashion2 (left), YoutubeVOS (right), PALAVRA achieves the highest rates for all retrieval metrics. On
both benchmarks and metrics it achieves a significant improvement compared with
“AvgIm&Text”, which is the strongest baseline. The experiments with “Concept-only
query” demonstrate that the information in the textual query is essential for telling
the target image from distractors, since the performance of both PALAVRA and “Text
Only” substantially degrades with “Concept-only” queries.

6

Experiments

We tested PALAVRA with two PerVL benchmarks and compared with several
leading baselines (Sec.6.1,6.2). We then study in greater depth the properties
of PALAVRA, by an ablation study (Appendix C). All design decisions and
hyperparameter tuning were performed on the validation set to avoid overfitting
the test set. The experiments were carried out on NVIDIA V100 and A100 GPU.
We provide additional implementation details and results in Appendix A,B.
6.1

Personalized image retrieval with a textual query

The objective of this task is to retrieve the correct image given a text query that
includes the new concept (Fig. 1, top-right). We use AMT captions as textual
queries describing a single image from the dataset. The challenge in this setup
is to overcome two types of distractors. (a) visually similar distractors: images
of the same personalized concept but in a different context than the context
described by the textual query (e.g. the two instances of “my favorite skirt” in
Fig. 1), (b) semantically similar distractors: images which include an item of
a similar concept type (e.g. “a skirt”), in a similar context as described in the
textual query.
To rank images according to a textual query, we rank images according to
their cosine similarity with the embedded text query.
Compared methods. We compare our approach PALAVRA, with 5 baselines
and their variants: Text Only: score an image-query pair using CLIP embedding
of the text query hT (S). Using the concept type for [CONCEPT] instead of its
learned word embedding. AvgIM: Ignoring the text query and replace it by the
average over the embedding of its concept training images. This is equivalent to
the FSL baseline in [11]. IM&Text: Represent the query as the average between
AvgIM and Text. Random: Test images are ranked in random order.
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COLLIE [56]: Learn an adapter
module over the output of CLIP
text encoder, with an additional

scaler function Scaler hT (S) ∈
[0, 1] that softly applies the
adapter layer. COLLIE is closest to our method, because it
may preserve some capabilities of
the underlying pretrained model,
when Scaler(·) = 0. Adapter:
As in COLLIE, but replace the
scaler with a constant value of
1, making the “Adapter” layer
always active. COLLIE:Text:
COLLIE, when the text query
uses the concept type for [CONCEPT], rather than the trained
concept.

DeepFashion2 YTVOS
MRR
MRR
Random

2.9 ± 0.4

2.8 ± 0.2

Concept-only query
Text Only
Adapter
COLLIE
AvgIm
PALAVRA (Ours)

4.2 ± 0.0
13.4 ± 0.5
13.8 ± 0.5
13.8 ± 0.5
19.4 ± 0.6

21.5
35.5
35.6
38.2
53.4

Rich query
Adapter
COLLIE
COLLIE: Text
Text Only
AvgIm+Text

5.9 ± 0.7
7.9 ± 0.7
8.0 ± 1.0
17.6 ± 0.0
18.8 ± 0.4

5.3 ± 0.3
6.2 ± 0.3
7.2 ± 0.3
37.6 ± 0.0
47.2 ± 0.3

PALAVRA w.o. tuning
PALAVRA (Ours)

22.1 ± 0.2
28.4 ± 0.7

47.1 ± 0.8
61.2 ± 0.4

±
±
±
±
±

0.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.8

Table 1. MRR retrieval metrics.

Evaluation metrics and queries. For image retrieval, we report two metrics
(1) Recall at K: The rate of successful retrievals among the top-K scoring
images. (2) MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank): Average of 1 divided by the rank of
the correct image. Errors denote the standard error of the mean (SEM) across 5
model initialization seeds. We use two types of queries: (1) Rich query uses the
free-formed text annotated by AMT workers: “[CONCEPT] is leaning on a rock”.
(2) Concept-only queries overrides the “Rich query“ by a template that
focuses only on the concept: “A photo of a [CONCEPT]”. Note that the baseline
“AvgIM” is more related to the “Concept-only query” because the rich query
embedding is overridden by the average embedding of the training examples.
Retrieval Results. Table 1 and Fig. 6 describe the retrieval rates of PALAVRA
and the compared methods when using challenging short captions as our Rich
Queries. We report the retrieval rates with detailed captions in the appendix.
We note that both short queries and detailed queries are rich queries, containing known concepts in addition to the personalized ones. The detailed version
possibly contains more of them. PALAVRA achieves the highest rate in all the
retrieval metrics. On both benchmarks and metrics, it achieves significant improvement (between ∼30% to ∼50%) compared with “AvgIm+Text”, which is
the strongest baseline.
Comparing the results of “Concept-only query” with the “Rich query” results
demonstrate that: (1) Information in the “Rich query” is essential for retrieval.
(2) Adapter baselines (Adapter & COLLIE) improve over vanilla CLIP when
only the concept is queried.
Their performance degrades when using the “Rich query”. This happens as
the adaptation layer trained for the personalized [CONCEPT] does not perform
well with free-form text it has not seen during training. In fact, we find that
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Adapter and COLLIE are even sensitive to the prompt prefix of the query.
When changing their prefix to a prefix not used in training, their performance
substantially degrades. We report this finding quantitatively in Appendix B.

0.20
0.15

Ours (Concept Only)
Ours (Rich Query)
Text (Rich Query)
Text (Concept Only)
COLLIE
AvgIM
AvgIM&Text

0.10

0.16
0.12
0.08

0.00

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

IoU Threshold

(b)

0.12
0.08
0.04

0.04

0.05

(a)

0.16

0.20
Rate of IoU > 0.5

0.25

Rate of IoU > 0.5

Rate of IoU > Threshold

0.30

Big (> Median)

Small (<= Median)

Object Size

0.00

(c)

Visually-Ambiguous

Class

Visually-Distinct

Fig. 7. Segmentation results on YTVOS. (a) Percent of images where IoU values exceeded a threshold, as a function of the threshold. Our approach dominates across the
full range (b, c) Investigating model robustness under 2 levels of task complexity. We
consider two scenarios that influence difficulty: Object size (b), and intra-class class
ambiguity (c). When a clear visual signal is available (large objects, high intra-class
visual variance), our model significantly outperforms the alternatives. Even in more
challenging scenarios, our model still leverages textual descriptions, mitigating the loss
of quality seen in models that ignore or corrupt CLIP’s embedding space.

6.2

Semantic segmentation with a textual query

The second downstream task, aims to segment an instance of a personalized
concept in an image, based on a textual query that refers to the concept (Fig. 1,
right bottom). The challenge here is to overcome two types of distractors: First,
visual distractors that look similar to the concept and can be disambiguated
with the text query. Second, semantic distractors that include a concept of a
similar type (e.g. another type of a “toy wagon”), but CLIP has difficulty to
resolve using just the concept type, like “an elephant on a toy wagon”.
Here we investigate the performance of PALAVRA and baseline models on
YTVOS dataset using a recent CLIP-based semantic segmentation [71]. In brief,
[71] creates a set of query-driven relevance maps for the image, coupled with
transformer interpretability methods [8]. The maps then serve as pseudolabels
for single-image semantic segmentation [58].
Compared methods. We compare PALAVRA with a set of baselines in two
setups: “Rich query” and “Concept-only query”, as described in Sec. 6.1. (1)
Text (CLIP), using both the rich and concept only queries, (2) AvgIM, (3)
IM&Text and (4) COLLIE. All baselines are described in Sec. 6.1.
Evaluation metrics. We calculate the intersection-over-union (IOU) between
the predicted segment and the ground-truth segment. We report the Rate of
IOU > threshold, which is the fraction of segments with IOU > threshold.
Error bars denote the standard error of the mean (SEM) across 5 model seeds.
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Semantic segmentation results
Fig. 7a shows the percent of test-set images for which IoU exceeds a given
threshold. Our model consistently outperforms the baselines with wide margins
(e.g. a 44.69% improvement over the best competitor at an IoU threshold of
0.5). These results demonstrate that a personalized prompt can extend even to
localized image tasks. Moreover, as our method only expands CLIP’s input space
- it can be readily integrated with existing models for downstream tasks.
Surprisingly, our method performs better when using the concept-only query.
We hypothesize that this is a result of CLIP’s difficulty in reasoning over complex
referring expressions: By mentioning the context within the text, CLIP’s attention is diverted to the context itself which leads to false negatives. In contrast, in
retrieval, context objects rarely appear in “negative” (non-target) images. Since
they appear in the target image, they actually help to detect the correct image.
Appendix E.2 provides quantitative evidence supporting this hypothesis.
We further examine cases where we expect existing methods to falter. In
Fig. 7b, we examine a scenario where objects are small, so their crops may not
provide sufficient signal to the CLIP image encoder. Indeed, when for objects
below the median size, segmentation fares worse in general, and image basedmethods suffer even more. Our method, however, can rely on the signal derived
from the text and degrades less. Fig. 7c examines a scenario in which objects in
a scene are less visually distinct. We divide the evaluation set to object which
are usually visually distinct and images which often contain visually ambiguous
objects, where a few instances of the same object appear in the same image. In
practice, we split to animal and non-animal categories, as animals are mostly
visually ambiguous (e.g. Fig. 5 left). Our model substantially outperforms the
baselines when the concepts are visually distinct and also improves when the
concepts are mostly ambiguous.
In the Appendix B we provide and discuss qualitative segmentation results.

7

Discussion

We described an approach to leverage large pre-trained V&L models like CLIP,
for learning a representation of new “personal” classes from a handful of samples. Our key idea is to expand the input space of V&L models by finding a
representation of the new concept. The extended model can then be used for
V&L tasks with a rich language that “understands” both novel and known concepts. A limitation of the approach is that it suffers from the limitations of the
underlying V&L model. For instance, CLIP struggles with understanding spatial
relations within a photo [39], and extended representations based on CLIP suffer
from the same problem. We expect that our approach can be extended to other
V&L models. See an example in Appendix D.
To conclude, we hope that the method presented in this paper will pave the
way to using pretrained models in problems that involve user-specific concepts,
like home robotics and organizing personal data.
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